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Proceedings edited by David Rowe and Peter Brown, Department of
Leisure and Tourism Studies, University of Newcastle. OUT OF PRINT
Resource exchange processes during social interaction in leisure and nonleisure - Chris Auld
Leisure constraints of women who have a child with an intellectual
disability - Laurence Bathurst
Inter-organisational relations in regional tourism: an exploratory study Barry Bell and Mike Watkins
Women's experiences in national parks agencies: how women make
choices in a male culture - Rosemary Black & Penny Davidson
The Uluru Climb: from attraction to detraction - Terry J. Brown
Leisure and Community development practices: women claiming public
space - Josephine Burden
Potential of intrinsic leisure motivation to moderate the impact of stress on
health - Denis Coleman
The cost-quality relationship in Australian public sports and leisure centres:
conventional wisdom revisited - G. Crilley, D. Murray, G. Howat & I. Milne
Volunteers in Sport: 'obligeers' and leisure careers - Graham Cuskelly and
Maureen Harrington
Tourism in Protected areas: foundations for sustainability - Lee Davidson
Women, nature and spirituality: a qualitative study exploring women's
wilderness experience - Rebecca J Fox
Analysing Leisure experiences through 'memory-work' - Bevan C Grant
and Lorraine Friend
Sustainable tourism development in natural areas in Australia: industry
responses and associated issues - Robert Harris
Leisure at work - the 'casualisation' of men's clothing - Ray Hibbins
Leisure, masculinities and migration - Ray Hibbins
A betting paradise: controlling Victoria's electronic gaming industry Russell Hoye
Climate Change and tourism: market research in the Australian Alps - Urs
Koenig
Leisure participation: the influence of gender - Lee Krahe
Valuing the Benefits of recreation, arts and parks - Erica Law, Elisabeth
Vaneveld, Marilyn Waring
'No more smooth-soled leather shoes!' - women negotiating in their search
for adventure recreation - Donna E. Little
Leisure and quality of life: the contribution of person-centred and placecentred leisure attributes to the quality of life of the individual - Kathy Lloyd
Adaptation to everyday life of the unemployed - Francis Lobo
A video to facilitate collaborative learning - Jim Macbeth
An approach to multiphasic analysis of wilderness experiences - Norm
McIntyre and Alan Cattermole
Towards a Model of lifestyle identification - Sally Methven
The adventure experience paradigm - where do adventure tourists fit in? Damien Morgan, Kevin Moore and Rick Mansell













Preliminary investigation into women prisoners in New South Wales: a
leisure perspective - Peta Mudge and Diane Pattinson
Leisure in a global future - Bob Neumayer and Suzy Gatuso
When government shifts the goal posts we play a different game - Lyn
Parker
General practitioners' beliefs toward health and physical activity - Richard
Pringle
Leisure time physical activity modification as an agent of public health
policy - Jenny Ross
The Australian canon in leisure, tourism and sport studies - David Rowe
Service quality measurement in the leisure industry: have we gone far
enough? - Christopher Schmidt
Sport and women from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds Tracy Taylor and Kristine Toohey
Using relationship marketing as a new approach for understanding the
customer/leisure service provider relationship - John Tower
Quality management systems: a means of meeting customers' needs Christine Williams
Touring the Dreamtime: marketing Aboriginal culture in Australian tourism
- Heather Zeppel

